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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two kinds of failures make the Data Recovery Advisor
(DRA) generate a manual checklist? (Choose two.)
A. Failure because a data file is renamed accidentally
B. Failure due to loss of connectivity-for example, an
unplugged disk cable
C. Failure that requires no archive logs to be applied for
recovery
D. Failure when no standby database is configured
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation: Explanation:
Advising on Repair
On the "View and Manage Failures" page, the Data Recovery
Advisor generates a manual checklist after you click the Advise
button. Two types of failures can appear.
* Failures that require human intervention: An example is a
connectivity failure when a disk cable is not plugged in.
* Failures that are repaired faster if you can undo a previous
erroneous action: For example, if you renamed a data file by
error, it is faster to rename it back to its previous name than
to initiate RMAN restoration from backup.
You can initiate the following actions:
* Click "Re-assess Failures" after you perform a manual repair.
Resolved failures are implicitly closed; any remaining failures
are displayed on the "View and Manage Failures" page.
* Click "Continue with Advise" to initiate an automated repair.
When the Data Recovery Advisor generates an automated repair
option, it generates a script that shows how RMAN plans to
repair the failure. Click Continue if you want to execute the
automated repair. If you do not want the Data Recovery Advisor
to automatically repair the failure, you can use this script as
a starting point for your manual repair.
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NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify three valid configuration options that can be
implemented during the initial configuration process of a new
X5 Database Machine by using the Exadata Deployment Assistant.
A. Virtualized Storage node configuration
B. OS users that own the Grid Infrastructure installation
C. The size for the system area on the first two disks in each
cell
D. Virtualized Compute Node configuration
E. Cluster configuration for up to 32 clusters
Answer: C,D,E
Explanation:
Oracle Exadata Deployment Assistant has two main phases
Oracle Exadata Deployment Assistant can configure Oracle
Exadata Database Machine, Recovery Appliance, or Oracle
SuperCluster.
References:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E55822_01/AMOGD/configurator.htm#AMO
GD22056
https://www.toadworld.com/platforms/oracle/w/wiki/11469.oracleexadata-deployment-assistance-oeda
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